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IntroductIon

In order for advanced applications in modern computer 
networks to function satisfactorily, there is often the 
need for a guaranteed network performance and guar-
anteed values for several network parameters. When the 
provisioning and usage of network services is agreed, 
relevant specifications for the level of the services are 
also defined.

The definition of suitable specification for the of-
fered services is very important when these services 
are provided by external parties. Taking Internet con-
nectivity as an example of a provided service, it is very 
important that the specifications define the minimum 
guaranteed capacity of the connection (which affects 
the speed of the network), the availability of the con-
nection, and other parameters that affect the response 
time of network applications, so that users do not have 
to face constant and annoying problems. By specifying 
the required level of service, the client of the service 
specifies the required results, but does not specify the 
way the provider is going to implement the service. A 
client who tries to specify the way that the provider is 
going to implement the service cancels the advantage 
of the provider’s specialized technical knowledge.

The specifications guarantee the responsibility 
on the part of the provider and define the fee for the 
provided service.

In cases where the buyer assigns the operation of 
some activities to an external provider (outsourcing), 
the only way to guarantee a satisfying level of service 

quality for the buyer is to define the required level of 
service and then constantly measure the performance 
of the provider (with regard to the service) in order to 
decide whether the service is adequately provided and 
to guarantee that the buyer receives the level of service 
that is being paid for.

Specifications also affect the cost of the service. 
Clients who desire very high quality levels create 
greater resource requirements for the provider and 
therefore increase the cost of the service. Therefore, 
proper definition of specifications is vital.

BAcKGround

The scope of service level agreements is wider than the 
provisioning of network related services by external 
providers to clients. It can generally be applied to any 
service provided by an external party. The term has 
nevertheless gained acceptance in the Information Tech-
nology (IT) field because of the nature of the provided 
services (Bouras et al., 2002, 2004; Heinanen et al., 
1999; Jacobson et al., 1999; Xiao et al., 1999). More 
specifically, the complexity of the provided services, 
the difficulty in finding acceptable measurement proce-
dures, and the novel nature of many networking services 
can easily lead to misunderstandings and disagreements 
between the parties (Czajkowski, 2002). Therefore, the 
need for a clear, precise, and unambiguous document 
detailing such issues has naturally arisen. The follow-
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ing paragraphs of this article briefly explain how this 
purpose can be reached.

SLA crEAtIon

A service level agreement (SLA) is a legal document 
that is included or attached to a more general contract 
for an agreement of outsourcing activities to an external 
party. An SLA includes a description of the provided 
services and determines the specifications for the 
performance level and the results that the user of the 
service expects to receive from the provider (Salsano 
et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2002). The provider has to 
achieve or exceed these levels of performance.

Although SLAs can be defined for a wide range 
of services, they are extensively used in the area of  
network services provisioning.

SLAs can be categorized according to their objec-
tive as:

• Technical support
• Networking
• Applications
• Systems infrastructure
• Development environment
• Content
• Process support
• Process execution

The first three categories are the most common ones. 
A proper SLA has to deal with the following issues:

• What the provider promises
• How the provider will fulfill his or her prom-

ises
• Who and how is going to measure the perfor-

mance
• What happens when the provider fails to reach 

the promised performance
• How the SLA is modified over time (if that is 

possible and acceptable)
• What exactly is the service that will be pro-

vided
• What is the level of service that the provider 

expects to reach
• What are the responsibilities of both parties
• How the quality of the service will be mea-

sured

• How will the achieved performance be reported
• What corrective measures the provider will take 

if the desired level of service is not achieved
• What is going to be paid for the service
• What financial compensations are going to be 

given if the desired levels of service are not 
reached

The above issues have to be dealt with and agreed 
upon, so that the SLA can contain the following:

• Definition of the service: A description of the 
service with exact definition of its extent and 
type.

• Definition of terms related to the service: 
Definition of the terms used  in order to avoid 
misconceptions, especially if these terms are not 
clearly defined and generally accepted.

• Specifications of the service and level of qual-
ity of the service: Detailed specification of the 
service that will allow the verification of the level 
achieved, and also descriptions related to the 
service, such as availability and response time.

• Method that will be used to measure the ser-
vice, tools to be used, and values calculation: 
Description of the way measurements are going 
to be made, the installations used, the calculation 
method for statistical quantities, and the method 
of results interpretation.

• Compensations and other penalties: The types 
and weights of penalties for failure to achieve 
the desired level of service, and possibly other 
more direct measures when the level is very low 
or failures very common.

• Responsibilities, exceptions, and limits in ac-
countability: Responsibilities of the parties and 
exceptions for specific cases, and also compensa-
tions that may be paid.

• Reports and types of documents: Structure and 
format of all standardized documents that will be 
used for the documentation and management of 
the service.

• Communication procedures and issue resolv-
ing: Description of all communication procedures 
between the parties and definition of their relation-
ships. Conflict resolution methods should also be 
described.

• Prices and cost: The cost may be provided as 
a whole or in parts, or a combination of the two 
(Wang et al., 2001).
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The above issues will be organized in a document 
that will constitute the SLA.

Preparation of an SLA

Description of the Service

Before an organization defines the requirements for 
the level of service that will be required and who will 
be the provider, it first has to decide and make clear 
what the desired results would be, and also the general 
goal (such as cost reduction, performance increase, 
flexibility increase, and more choices for the users). 
The reason is that the metrics that will be defined vary 
depending on the desired goal. Furthermore, the orga-
nization has to clearly define the scope and the limits 
of the service, which means that the organization has 
to define not only what will be included in the SLA, 
but also what will not be.

Each of the above decisions influences the speci-
fications that will be set and therefore the cost of the 
service. The description of the service will have to focus 
on what the organization expects to receive from the 
provider and not how the service will be implemented. 
The provider is the party that in using its specialized 
knowledge will implement the service in the most ap-
propriate way. Interference by the organization might 
lead to non-optimal implementation and might increase 
the cost.

As an example, if the service is to interconnect 
two points, the organization has to define, depending 
on its needs, parameters such as the link capacity, the 
maximum number of errors, and the round trip time. 
The organization is not responsible for defining how 
the interconnection will be achieved, such as whether 
it will be wireless or wired, whether there will be in-
termediate nodes, what low level protocols are going 
to be used, etc.

Nevertheless, the implementation affects the 
maximum level of service that can be achieved (for 
example, in order to achieve very high availability, it is 
necessary to have excess equipment). The organization 
is therefore justified during the evaluation of offers to 
require implementation details during the query phase 
and to examine whether the offered implementation 
can support the required level of service. It should not, 
however, generally impose a specific implementation 
of the service.

Metrics

After the desired service has been described, the parties 
have to specify what is going to be measured for the 
duration of the service. The most basic characteristics 
of the service are determined based on the requirements 
of the organization. If, for example, the goal is to carry 
out some procedures quickly and properly, it is wise 
to study parameters such as speed and quality of the 
result. A common phenomenon is that the service is 
provided according to the specification but the users are 
not satisfied. This means that the parameters measured 
are not representative of what is acceptable and what is 
important. A solution to this problem is to define more 
than one (at least three) parameters for each part of the 
service and therefore to measure more metrics. Even 
if one of the metrics has not been chosen successfully, 
the rest of the metrics are likely to capture the “quality” 
perceived by the users.

The accuracy of the measurements also has to be 
determined, because too much accuracy is often unde-
sirable because of its cost or complexity. Sometimes a 
parameter cannot be measured in all cases (or it is not 
desirable to do so). In such cases there can be a sample 
measurement and the metrics defined for the service 
can be obtained from these samples.

boundaries for the Metrics

After the metrics have been defined, appropriate bound-
aries for these metrics have to be specified. This can be 
achieved by studying relevant data in the literature or 
measuring comparable data from the current situation 
(the service is provided internally by the organization). 
These values are then compared to the levels offered 
by the market, and it is judged whether improvement 
is necessary, and in what degree. If some of the metrics 
are statistical in nature, the time period over which the 
measurement is made has to be taken into account. In 
order to avoid situations where the service is provided 
according to the statistical requirements, but in specific 
cases the service is out of bounds, there have to be ad-
ditional (more flexible) boundaries for short periods.

There are two kinds of boundaries set for the metrics 
of the service:

• A level below which the service is no longer 
considered acceptable; such a violation leads to 
measures such as compensation of the organiza-
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tion and obligation of the provider to improve the 
service.

• A level that the service should never fall below, 
and in which case it is violated, leads to the as-
sumption that the provider is no longer capable of 
acceptably providing the service and may bring 
about drastic measures such as termination of the 
contract or revision of the financial agreement.

Therefore, the boundaries defined should be close 
to what is acceptable and what is not, and should be 
realistic. Unnecessarily strict boundaries are costly and 
can often cause violations that might incur unnecessary 
burden to both the provider and the organization.

Compensations

It is improbable that a service will always be offered 
at the specified levels of quality, and therefore cases of 
violation should be expected. The SLA should provision 
compensations both because the organization did not 
receive the proper service (and therefore should not 
be charged for it) and because the provider should be 
punished for breaching the SLA. Compensations should 
be reasonable, because unreasonably high compensa-
tions lead to reduced interest by the provider market, 
while unreasonably low compensations give little 
motive for the provider to make available the proper 
levels of service.

Usually, compensations are defined as a percentage 
of the provider’s fee. Continuous or multiple violations 
of the SLA are undesirable, even if compensated. In 
order to avoid such violations, the SLA can set limits 
on the number or duration of violations and provision 
drastic measures (such as contract termination) if these 
limits are exceeded.

Measurements

The next step is to determine how the metrics are 
going to be measured, who is going to perform the 
measurements, and how they are going to be reported. 
This is an issue of how the measurements are going to 
take place, and how the parties are going to agree on 
the measured quantities. The main problem is that by 
assigning the service to the provider, the organization 
often does not have the necessary technical knowledge 
in order to set up a measurement system. Furthermore, 
the measurement system should be recognized by the 

provider and the measurements have to be accepted 
as realistic.

In order to deal with such complexities, it is pos-
sible that:

• The organization preserves part of the technical 
knowledge necessary for the implementation and 
maintenance of a measurement system.

• The measurement system is implemented and 
used by both the organization and the provider.

• The organization and the provider maintain inde-
pendent measurement systems, in order to verify 
each other’s credibility. However, this approach 
introduces the issue of resolving conflicting 
measurements.

• Measurements are performed by a third party 
that is credible with both parties. The system is 
automated and produces results without interfer-
ence.

• Measurements are performed by the provider, 
who is, however, supervised by an independent 
auditor, authorized by the organization.

Regardless of the measurement method chosen 
and the source of the data, the party responsible for 
collecting them and the party processing them have 
to be decided upon and thoroughly described. These 
data will be used for generating reports containing the 
measurements of the metrics, violations of the SLA 
(if any),  consequences, measures for avoiding future 
violations, and any other suggestions. The source, the 
periodicity, and the scope of circulation for these reports 
have also to be decided.

Communication Procedures

Defining the communication procedures between the 
organization and the provider is important so that no 
misunderstandings are created, and in order to have a 
clear procedure for reporting the appearance and fixing 
of problems. Furthermore, archived communication 
data can be used for measuring metrics such as response 
time and service restoration time.

Other Issues

Finally, the possibility that the SLA should cover issues 
specific to each case also has to be investigated. In case 
such issues exist, they should be recorded, along with 
each party’s responsibility for each.
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Sample Metrics for Various Services

The metrics presented below are relatively general 
and can be used for a variety of services. In any case, 
their usefulness is determined according to the criteria 
mentioned previously and the levels of service quality 
should be set according to need.

Some indicative metrics are the following:

• Availability: This metric is defined as the percent-
age of time that the service can be accessed. Usu-
ally acceptable values of the availability metric are 
between 98-100 percent. Common bounds under 
which drastic measures are taken are 2-3 points 
lower than the above values (95- 98 percent). In 
order to avoid prolonged periods of non-avail-
ability, the calculation of availability should take 
place at short intervals (such as daily) or limits 
set on each period of unavailability (such as half 
an hour). Availability can be measured using an 
automated system that periodically checks access 
to the service (for example, for a Web service the 
check would be the fetching of several pages, for 
an interconnection service the check would be 
the transmission and reception of a small mes-
sage). If the measurement system is outside the 
provider’s network, it might not be able to access 
the service because of a problem that is not the 
provider’s responsibility. If the measurement 
system is inside the provider’s network, it might 
not be able to identify connectivity problems for 
the whole of the provider’s network. Therefore, 
the measurement system should be located at the 
edge of the provider’s network.

• Capacity: Capacity is the size of the connection 
used for some interconnection service (Machi-
raju, et al., 2002). It influences, along with other 
parameters, the speed that can be achieved at a 
network link. Also, in cases of interconnection 
services to the Internet, capacity only refers to 
the provider’s network. The overall speed of 
communication with other network nodes might 
be slow because of reasons outside the provider’s 
responsibility.

• Number of updates (such as the changes at a 
Web site’s pages): It defines the responsibility 
of the provider to update the content related to 
the service. Alternatively, the rate of updates can 
be used.

• Service response time: Service response time 
is the time from the moment that a user makes a 
request to the server until the result of the request 
comes back. Usually the response time cannot 
be measured for each individual request, and 
therefore this metric is the average response time, 
probably accompanied by its variation. Alterna-
tively, service response time can be defined as 
the response time for a large number of requests. 
Service response time can be measured using an 
automated system that sends requests to the server 
and calculates the average response time.

• Number of requests to the server: This is the 
number of requests to the server (such as a Web 
server) in a specific time period, and which have 
to be served according to the quality level defined 
by the rest of the metrics. Measurement can be 
made using the logging service of the server.

FuturE trEndS

Networking services have become ever more important 
in the economy and the everyday operation of most 
businesses. Together with increased complexity come 
also increased requirements from the users of these 
services, as they rely on them for their productivity. 
These trends make the existence of a properly designed 
SLA document very important, both for the users and 
providers of the service, who want to avoid exces-
sive and unpredictable liability. The critical nature of 
networking services in modern business environment 
requires strict and unambiguously defined rules and 
agreements. This evolution is certain to continue in 
the future, which will result in the greater need for 
complex but clearly written, usable, and real-world 
functional SLAs.

concLuSIon

As SLAs are complex documents, the creation of a 
proper SLA can be a demanding task. In order to become 
more manageable, it is common to use a template and 
other tools for generating the basic document. Because 
SLAs are usually part of a contract and are considered 
confidential business information, examples of real-
world SLAs are not very easy to find.
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Q
A good SLA cannot guarantee customer satisfaction 

only by having specific objectives and metrics. A good 
SLA should also include compensations and remedies 
for situations when the specified service level goals 
are missed. These compensations should motivate the 
provider into achieving the objectives, and the remedies 
should guarantee that the service quality will return to 
acceptable levels quickly.
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KEY tErMS

Availability: In the context of this article, avail-
ability is the percentage of time that a specific service 
is operating satisfactorily. The exact definition of the 
availability (for example, under which circumstances 
the service is no longer considered available) is a subject 
of the SLA for the service.

Capacity: In the context of this article, capacity 
is the bandwidth available for a specific service. The 
exact definition of the capacity (for example, at which 
network layer it should be measured) is a subject of 
the SLA for the service.

Compensations: The possible actions (such as 
payments or forfeiture of a fee) against a service pro-
vider that fails to meet the level of service defined in 
the SLA.

Metrics: The characteristics that are properly well-
defined so that they can be measured and used to evaluate 
the service and its compliance to the SLA.
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Quality of Service (QoS): The ability to provide 
specific guarantees to traffic flows regarding the net-
work characteristics such as packet loss, delay, and 
jitter experienced by the flows.

SLA: Service level agreement—a formal agree-
ment between a Service Provider and a Service Client 
to provide a service with well-defined service levels, 
accompanied by possible penalty clauses if the SLA 
is not met.

Service Response Time: Service response time is 
the time from the moment that a user makes a request to 
the server, until the result of the request comes back.




